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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 4th annual Oregon Wine Month is planned to be our most multi-faceted yet.What we have developed is a comprehensive program that connects with distributors, channel buyers and consumers on multiple fronts. We have developed a creative campaign grounded in research, and we will provide wineries with a flexible, customized platform upon which to build and sell wine.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what has informed our Wine Month plan?First, our board-approved strategic plan charges us with building the Oregon Wine brand and supporting the strategic expansion of Oregon wine brands.Second, research about our most valuable consumers and the Oregon Wine brand attributes that resonate most with them.Third, feedback from distributors about what works, and what doesn’t.And, of course, industry feedback in the form of a survey conducted on the heels of last year’s program, as well as input and advice from the OWB Marketing Committee, which is made up of winery leaders from around the state.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of those pieces of feedback we received loud and clear was a question:What is the point of Oregon Wine Month?So – here you go.



OREGON WINE MONTH MISSION 

1. TO ENCOURAGE A  
SWELL OF TRADE SUPPORT  

2. TO BUILD THE OREGON WINE BRAND 
WITH CONSUMERS 

3. TO CREATE A PLATFORM FOR  
TACTICAL WINERY PROMOTIONS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mission of Oregon Wine Month is 3-foldOne. To provide a window in which the trade are extra engaged and incentivized to go above and beyond to sell Oregon wineTwo. To deepen the affinity to Oregon Wine with consumers by developing an emotional connection.Three. To provide our wineries with a platform upon which they can build their brands and sell their wines through tactical promotions across a variety of channels.Next up: what we are doing to address each of these objectives, followed by the campaign materials.
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First, engage the trade.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an effort to expand the channel impact of Oregon Wine Month, we are engaging the trade with a matrix of incentive programs.For distributor reps, both on- and off-premise, we are introducing an Oregon Wine Month Rep of the Year competition. This is open to any rep in Oregon. At 4 major distributors, we are also offering IPNC tickets to further drive support of Oregon Wine Month.To help buyers engage during this period, we are taking a different approach on & off premise.For on-premise buyers, we have instituted a sweepstakes for a customized weekend for two to an Oregon wine region of the winner’s choice. Buyers can earn entries through events like winemaker dinners, or specials like having a pairing menu featuring Oregon wines.We have also implemented a chain retail incentive – a display competition for wine stewards at three grocery chains covering Oregon and into Washington.
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DETAILS AND SELL SHEETS 
AVAILABLE ON THE 

OREGON WINE MONTH TOOLKIT AT 
INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can find out more information about these programs by checking out the Oregon Wine Month toolkit on INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG – including sell sheets which you can download to share with your distributors.
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Mission #2: Connect with Consumers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to surround the target consumer not only during Wine Month, but leading up to it, too.- be present at the points of sale: at wineries, at stores and at restaurants. - reach the consumer via a targeted media outreach program that Michelle is building to begin in March.- ramping up our social media efforts to increase our reach and engagement with Pacific Northwest wine consumers.- stronger-than-ever partnership with Travel Oregon, who have offered both editorial and advertising real estate to help promote Oregon Wine Month – which means all of that very engaged TravelOregon.com traffic will have the opportunity to flow our way.- strong paid media schedule that you will start to notice in market late March.



EXPANDED MEDIA PLAN 
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UTILIZE MEDIA BUY 
IN EXCHANGE FOR RETAILER SUPPORT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The paid media plan we have in place is significantly broader than it has been previously.First, we have not only a substantial print and radio presence, but we have also added online and social components to our plan.Second, we are expanding the geographic reach with the addition of Seattle Met magazine.This plan culminates in a bigger reach of nearly 3 million consumer impressions during the two months our media is “live.”Lastly, we are making smart use of our media buy, by offering key retailers who are supporting Oregon Wine Month the opportunity to be included in the promotional messaging in our Northwest Vine Time Radio buy, which covers up and down the I-5 corridor in Washington and Oregon, as well as into Central and Eastern Oregon.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this media is not only meant to inspire people to buy more Oregon wine, it will also drive them to a new website which will be the hub for all Wine Month activity.One of the most important features is a calendar of all of the Wine Month events and specials happening and wineries and accounts throughout the state.
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The third part of the Wine Month mission is to create a platform to support YOUR tactical programs that sell YOUR wine.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what makes up this platform?  Well, much of it has already been touched on. We will generate an environment for increased trade support. We have planned a comprehensive paid, earned and owned media mix.We are providing a centralized consumer hub on which you can promote your events and specials, and are also providing a toolkit with sales materials, graphics and a checklist for wineries to use in planning Wine Month – all easily accessible on our new Industry website.So, what can you do to build on this platform and make Oregon Wine Month work hard for YOUR business? First, take advantage of this period to engage with your distributor to keep your brand top-of-mind.Second, get creative with what you will offer your Tasting Room guests and Wine Club members for Oregon Wine Month (the toolkit provides inspiration, but the world is your oyster!)Third, help create buzz! Use your Instagram, Facebook, newsletter or any other channels to help create the sense that something BIG is happening!



THE OWB CAN HELP PROMOTE YOUR 
OREGON WINE MONTH EVENTS AND SPECIALS … 

BUT ONLY IF WE KNOW ABOUT THEM! 
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DID YOU KNOW… ? 

THE OWB CAN HELP PROMOTE YOUR  
OREGON WINE MONTH EVENTS AND SPECIALS… 

BUT ONLY IF WE KNOW ABOUT THEM! 

INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever plans you make – whether at accounts with your distributor, or for your tasting room…We can help promote your events – if you tell us about them! And yes, this includes single-restaurant or retailer events. You can submit your plans on the industry site starting next week!
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Presentation Notes
So – for all the advertising, social media and channel support, what does this year’s Wine Month campaign look like? Before I go to the next slide, let me explain the strategy behind this campaign.Research tells us that for both consumers and the trade, Oregon has at its core a strong association with some very positive characteristics that support the understanding that we produce high quality wines. These attributes are things like: Small batch productionArtisanal winemaking practicesSustainable farming practicesA commitment to environmental stewardshipA collaborative, entrepreneurial communityOur goal with this campaign is to bring these attributes to life in a way that could only be done here – one which is uniquely Oregonian.  We hired a team of Weiden+Kennedy veterans, led by an ex-Travel Oregon marketing executive, to develop it. The result is a campaign that features the real people who personify Oregon wine – the real pioneers whose stories celebrate and reinforce the message of quality supported by craft.



David and Diana Lett’s 1975 Pinot noir 
was the first (but not the last) wine to 
put Oregon on the international map 
after competing in Paris and Burgundy. 
Today, Oregon’s diversity of outstanding 
wines compels wine critics like Robert M. 
Parker, Jr. to agree that Oregon is 
“fulfilling its vast potential.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the first of key visuals and print ads for the campaign.  Faces that we know to be two of our industry’s founders, but who might be mistaken for young Oregonians today. The old photograph is overlaid with a bold, modern logo announcing “It’s Oregon Wine Month!” and the headline is carefully crafted to be full of a tension that supports the quality image in a manner that reflects a uniquely Oregon attitude:WILDLY SOPHISTICATED, PROPERLY OREGONIAN.In print, the captions allow us to expand and bridge the story of these pioneers to today’s reputation for excellence:David and Diana Lett’s 1975 Pinot noir was the first (but not the last) wine to put Oregon on the international map after competing in Paris and Burgundy. Today, Oregon’s diversity of ourstanding wines compels wine critics like Robert M. Parker, Jr. to agree that Oregon is “fulfilling its vast potential.”And finally the sign-off: GET INTO OREGON WINE THIS MAY AT OREGONWINEMONTH.ORG



In 1961, Richard Sommer defied 
conventional wisdom and plowed his 
shovel into the earth to plant Oregon’s 
first wine grapes of the modern era. 
Today, the hundreds of Oregon vintners 
who share his pioneering spirit earn 
widespread acclaim for “coaxing the 
character and personality from grapes 
capable of greatness.” (Wine Spectator) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second execution features another pioneer using the same construct. Here we tell the story:In 1961, Richard Sommer defied conventional wisdom and plowed his shovel into the earth to plant Oregon’s first wine grapes of the modern era. Today, the hundreds of Oregon vintners who share his pioneering spirit earn widespread acclaim for “coaxing the character and personality from grapes capable of greatness.” (Wine Spectator magazine)



“Competitive wine 
from a collaborative 
place. It all starts with 
Oregon Wine Month.” 

Competitive wine from a collaborative place. It all 
starts with Oregon Wine Month. 

Willamette Valley winemaker John Paul shares the 
goods directly from the barrel. ca.1994 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photographic nature of this campaign, and expanded social media efforts, enable us to extend this campaign to tell a variety of stories showing the enduring nature of the pioneering spirit that arcs from the 1960s right up through today.Here are a few examples, and I will invite all wineries and vineyards to share their pictures that tell a story to help us showcase our entire state.Here we have: “Competitive wine from a collaborative place.” and the smaller caption: “Willamette Valley winemaker John Paul shares the goods , direct from the barrel. ca.1994”



“Wildly 
sophisticated, 

properly 
Oregonian.” 

Wildly sophisticated, properly Oregonian. 

Columbia Gorge wine pioneer Lonnie Wright takes 
a well-deserved breather. ca.1982 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Embodying “Wildly Sophisticated Properly Oregonian” we have Columbia Gorge wine pioneer Lonnie Wright takes a well-deserved breather. Ca. 1982.



“You should 
drink the 

kind of wine 
that makes 
you want to 

buy the 
vineyard.” 

You should drink the kind of wine that makes you want to buy 
the vineyard. It all starts with Oregon Wine Month. 

Winemaker Rollin Soles rejoices in his new purchase, 2013. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have “Winemaker Rollin Soles rejoices in his new purchase, 2013.”“You should drink the kind of wine that makes you want to buy the vineyard.”



“Wildly 
sophisticated, 

properly 
Oregonian.” 

Wildly sophisticated, properly Oregonian. 

Nothing – not even pregnancy – can stop Walla Walla 
winemaker Vicky McClellan. ca.1990 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And one more example of another Wildly Sophiticated Properly Oregonian sort: “Nothing – not even pregnancy – can stop Walla Walla winemaker Vicky McClellan, ca. 1990.”



E-NEWSLETTERS 

WEB BANNER ADS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of our digital media buy, we will have ads in a variety of e-newsletters and on websites, reaching a very targeted audience.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And speaking of targeted audiences, here is how placement of our ad would on TravelOregon.com, whose immense, highly targeted audience will be invited to enter an Oregon Wine sweepstakes. Clicking through will take them to the new website where will find all of the events and specials that you will be setting up!
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LASTLY the point of sale materials.



ON PREMISE POINT OF SALE  
CUSTOMIZABLE MENU INSERTS 
AND TABLE TOP FEATURE CARDS 

Available to download and customize via 
the toolkit at 

INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG 

OREGON BY THE GLASS SPECIALS 

Argyle 
2011 Vintage Brut           $7/gl 

Phelps Creek 
2013 Estate Pinot Gris          $7/gl 

Stoller 
2012 Reserve Chardonnay          $8/gl  

Brandborg 
2011 Benchlands Pinot Noir          $8/gl 

Winderlea 
2012 Dundee Hills Pinot Noir          $9/gl    

Seven Hills 
2012 Cabernet Sauvignon          $9/gl    

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For on-premise accounts, we are providing a range of templates to download and customize to promote by-the-glass features, advertise an event, or showcase a special pairing menu. These items are available on the Toolkit as digital templates.



OFF PREMISE POINT-OF-SALE CREATES IMPACT 

POINT-OF-SALE MATERIALS: 
• CASE CARDS  
• POSTERS  
• SKEWER CARDS 
• SHELF TALKERS 
 
 

Available to print or send to your 
distributor via the toolkit at 

INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For off-premise accounts, we have created case cards and posters as well as smaller format POS like shelf talkers and skewer cards.We are printing and delivering materials for larger distributors for use in chain stores, but these files are also available for download and printing by anyone who wants them!



OFF-PREMISE POINT-OF-SALE TELLS STORIES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing of note about small-format POS is that it allows us to tell a variety of messages. We will use these to highlight quotes and accolades from the press, such as Snooth’s editor’s statement: “When I look for a domestic white wine, I reach for something from Oregon.”In addition, we will use these to highlight some of the impressive economic impact figures, such as “The Oregon Wine Industry Employs more than 17,000 Oregonians. Support Your Neighbors!”



CUSTOMIZABLE WINERY SIGNAGE 

Hey Wine Club Members!  
Talk to your friendly 

tasting room staff about 
our Oregon Wine Month 
sweepstakes. You could 
win brunch with our 

winemaker! 

It’s Oregon Wine Month! 
 
We’re celebrating with 
2-for-1 tastings all month 
long. Cheers! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And lastly, we are making available customizable templates for use in your tasting rooms. You will be able to download these, add your logo and information about YOUR Wine Month promotion, and put them up around your tasting room  - they are sized for a variety of standard picture frames!A final plea: Don’t forget to tell us about what you’re doing, so we can help get the word out!



CHECK OUT THE TOOLKIT 

VISIT INDUSTRY.OREGONWINE.ORG 
FOR ALL YOUR OREGON WINE MONTH NEEDS! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A reminder that all of this and more can be found on the Oregon Wine Month toolkit on the NEW Industry website!  Keep an eye on your inbox for more about Oregon Wine Month in the upcoming weeks!Thank you for your collaboration in building this May into our best Oregon Wine Month yet!!



THANK YOU 
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